REFERENCE LIST OF EXCLUDED PAPERS FOR CLINICAL QUESTION 1 (clinical history)
AND REASON FOR EXCLUSION

Ref ID: 100

**EXC: Recommending history taking**

Ref ID: 214

**EXC: Recommending history taking**

Ref ID: 241

**EXC: Description**

Ref ID: 485

**EXC: Recommendation**

Ref ID: 607

**EXC: Description and Recommendation**

Ref ID: 617

**EXC: Description and Recommendation**

Ref ID: 661

**EXC: Description**
Ref ID: 859

**EXC: Description**

Guarderas, J.C. 131. Is it food allergy? Differentiating the causes of adverse reactions to food. [Review] [17 refs]. *Postgraduate Medicine*, 109, (4) 125-127
Ref ID: 1147

**EXC: Description and Recommendation**

Ref ID: 1156

**EXC: Description**

Ref ID: 1581

**EXC: Population includes adults**

Ref ID: 1638

**EXC: Description and Recommendation**

Ref ID: 1690

**EXC: Population includes adults**

Ref ID: 1928

**EXC: Population includes adults**

Ref ID: 2174

**EXC: Description and Recommendation**

Ref ID: 2194

**EXC: Description and Recommendation**
Ref ID: 2431

**EXC: Review paper**

Ref ID: 2575

**EXC: Description and Recommendation**

Ref ID: 2684

**EXC: Guidelines description and recommendation**

Ref ID: 3003

**EXC: Description and critique**

Ref ID: 3070

**EXC: Description and Recommendation**

Ref ID: 3078

**EXC: Critique and evaluation**

Kumar, R. 2005. Food allergy in bronchial asthma. *Clinical Pulmonary Medicine*, 12, (3) 139-145
Ref ID: 3079

**EXC: Description and Recommendation**

Ref ID: 3334

**EXC: Evaluation**

Ref ID: 3374

**EXC: Recommendation**
Ref ID: 3507

**EXC: Recommendation**

**REFERENCE LIST OF EXCLUDED PAPERS FOR CLINICAL QUESTION 2 (non-IgE) AND REASON FOR EXCLUSION**

Ref ID: 9

**EXC: Adult study**

Ref ID: 12

**EXC: Review**

Ref ID: 74

**EXC: Review**

Ref ID: 158

**EXC: Not focused on diagnosis of food allergy**

Ref ID: 171

**EXC: Review**

Ref ID: 212

**EXC: Review**

Ref ID: 383
**EXC: Case report**

Ref ID: 465

**EXC: Case report**

Ref ID: 505

**EXC: Focus on prevalence (to be considered for CQ3)**

Ref ID: 515

**EXC: Case series**

Ref ID: 553

**EXC: Focus on treatment**

Augustin, M.T., Kokkonen, J., Karttunen, R., & Karttunen, T.J. 2005. Serum granzymes and CD30 are increased in children's milk protein sensitive enteropathy and celiac disease. *Journal of Allergy & Clinical Immunology, 115,* (1) 157-162
Ref ID: 709

**EXC: no mention of diagnostic tools**

Ref ID: 789

**EXC: Review/description**

Ref ID: 853

**EXC: No mention of diagnostic tools**

Ref ID: 974

**EXC: Review**
Ref ID: 1040

**EXC: Review**

Ref ID: 1070

**EXC: No confirmed food allergy**

Ref ID: 1549

**EXC: Lymphocyte culture not in scope**

Ref ID: 1670

**EXC: Lymphocyte proliferation not in scope**

Barau, E. & Dupont, C. 1994. Allergy to cow's milk proteins in mother's milk or in hydrolyzed cow's milk infant formulas as assessed by intestinal permeability measurements. Allergy, 49, (4) 295-298
Ref ID: 1740

**EXC: Case reports**

Ref ID: 2032

**EXC: Food intolerance, test not in scope**

Ref ID: 2100

**EXC: Food intolerance, test not in scope**

Ref ID: 2107

**EXC: Not focused on diagnosis of food allergy**

Gastroenterology, 20, (3) 299-303
Ref ID: 2125

**EXC: Adult study**

Atherton, D.J. 1984. Diagnosis and management of skin disorders caused by food allergy. [Review] [14 refs]. *Annals of Allergy*, 53, (6:Pt 2) t-8
Ref ID: 2147

**EXC: Review**

Ref ID: 2237

**EXC: Not focused on diagnosis**

Ref ID: 2286

**EXC: Challenge procedure unclear**

Ref ID: 2312

**EXC: Case series**

Ref ID: 2314

**EXC: Case series**

Ref ID: 2383

**EXC: Review**

Ref ID: 2594

**EXC: Case series**

Ref ID: 2609

**EXC: Position paper**

**EXC: Review**


**EXC: Position paper**


**EXC: Review & not focused on diagnosis**

Gray, H.C., Foy, T.M., Becker, B.A., & Knutsen, A.P. 2004. Rice-induced enterocolitis in an infant: T$^{H}</sub>H</sub>/T^{H}</sub>H</sub>/2 cellular hypersensitivity and absent IgE reactivity. Annals of Allergy, Asthma and Immunology, 93, (6) 601-605 Ref ID: 3132

**EXC: Case report**

Niggemann, B. 2004. Role of oral food challenges in the diagnostic work-up of food allergy in atopic eczema dermatitis syndrome. Allergy: European Journal of Allergy and Clinical Immunology, Supplement, 59, (78) 32-34 Ref ID: 3192

**EXC: Review**


**EXC: Review**


**EXC: Review**

**Immunopathology and Pharmacology**, 11, (2) 77-85  
Ref ID: 3848

**EXC: Food intolerance-not in scope**

Ref ID: 4362

**EXC: Editorial**

Ref ID: 4411

**EXC: Review**

Ref ID: 4544

**EXC: Review**

Ref ID: 4587

**EXC: Adult study**

Ref ID: 4619

**EXC: Case series**

Ref ID: 4620

**EXC: Review**

Ref ID: 4718

**EXC: Review**

Ref ID: 440

**EXC: No comparison of tests-uses food challenge to diagnose**
Ref ID: 474

**EXC: Focus on PH probe and characteristics of EE**

Spergel, J.M., Beausoleil, J.L., Mascarenhas, M., & Liacouras, C.A. 2002. The use of skin prick tests and patch tests to identify causative foods in eosinophilic esophagitis. *Journal of Allergy and Clinical Immunology*, 109, (2) 363-368
Ref ID: 3483

**EXC: No information given on testing as diagnosis of food allergy**

**REFERENCE LIST OF EXCLUDED PAPERS FOR CLINICAL QUESTION 3 (IgE) AND REASON FOR EXCLUSION**

Ref ID: 23

**EXC-Focus on food sensitisation**

Ref ID: 62

**EXC-Case series**

Ref ID: 109

**EXC-Review**

Ref ID: 112

**EXC-No sensitivity or specificity**

Ref ID: 153

**EXC-Cross reactivity**

Ref ID: 155

**EXC-Focus on anaphylaxis**

Ref ID: 208

**EXC-Focus on tolerance**


Ref ID: 284

**EXC-Review of past data on oral food challenges**


Ref ID: 315

**EXC-Comparison of commercially available IgE tests**


Ref ID: 346

**EXC-Focus on specific milk proteins**


Ref ID: 347

**EXC-Review/critical appraisal**


Ref ID: 376

**EXC-Review**


Ref ID: 386

**EXC-No sensitivity or specificity**


Ref ID: 399

**EXC-Validation study**


Ref ID: 401

**EXC-Follow-up study, no sensitivity or specificity**

Ref ID: 432
EXC-Review

Ref ID: 446
EXC-No sensitivity or specificity

Bischoff, S.C. 2006. Food allergies. [Review] [41 refs]. Current Gastroenterology Reports, 8, (5) 374-382
Ref ID: 476
EXC-Review

Codreanu, F., Moneret-Vautrin, D.A., Morisset, M., Guenard, L., Rance, F., Kanny, G., & Lemerdy, P. 2006. The risk of systemic reactions to skin prick-tests using food allergens: CICBAA data and literature review. [Review] [25 refs]. European Annals of Allergy & Clinical Immunology, 38, (2) 52-54
Ref ID: 522
EXC-Review

Heine, R.G., Laske, N., & Hill, D.J. 2006. The diagnosis and management of egg allergy. Current Allergy & Asthma Reports, 6, (2) 145-152
Ref ID: 554
EXC-Review

Ref ID: 596
EXC-No sensitivity or specificity

Kalach, N., Soulaines, P., Guerin, S., de, B.D., & Dupont, C. 2005. Time course of total and food specific IgE antibodies (Rast Fx5) in the developing allergic child. European Annals of Allergy & Clinical Immunology, 37, (7) 257-261
Ref ID: 612
EXC-No sensitivity or specificity & no challenge

Ref ID: 687
EXC-challenge procedure unclear

Bohle, B. & Vieths, S. 2004. Improving diagnostic tests for food allergy with recombinant allergens. [Review] [82 refs]. Methods (Duluth), 32, (3) 292-299
Ref ID: 833
EXC-Review


Niggemann, B. 2001. The role of the atopy patch test (APT) in diagnosis of food allergy in infants and children with atopic dermatitis. [Review] [22 refs]. *Pediatric Allergy & Immunology*, 12, Suppl-40


Pumphrey, R.S., Wilson, P.B., Faragher, E.B., & Edwards, S.R. 1999. Specific immunoglobulin E to peanut, hazelnut and brazil nut in 731 patients: similar patterns found at all ages. *Clinical & Experimental Allergy*, 29, (9) 1256-1259
**Ref ID: 1300**

**EXC-Record of food challenge based on clinical history**


**Ref ID: 1330**

**EXC-No sensitivity or specificity**


**Ref ID: 1344**

**EXC-No sensitivity or specificity**


**Ref ID: 1364**

**EXC-Focus on interpretation of SPT**


**Ref ID: 1371**

**EXC-No sensitivity or specificity**


**Ref ID: 1398**

**EXC-No sensitivity or specificity**


**Ref ID: 1406**

**EXC-Overview**


**Ref ID: 1418**

**EXC-Focus on duodenal IgE positive cells**


**Ref ID: 1437**

**EXC-Letter**


**Ref ID: 1447**

**EXC-No sensitivity or specificity**

Ref ID: 1479
**EXC-Overview of diagnosis**

Rance, F., Juchet, A., Bremont, F., & Dutau, G. 1997. Correlations between skin prick tests using commercial extracts and fresh foods, specific IgE, and food challenges. *Allergy*, 52, (10) 1031-1035
Ref ID: 1489
**EXC-Labial challenge used**

Ref ID: 1508
**EXC-No sensitivity or specificity**

Kanny, G., De, H.C., & Moneret-Vautrin, D.A. 1996. Sesame seed and sesame seed oil contain masked allergens of growing importance. [Review] [23 refs]. *Allergy*, 51, (12) 952-957
Ref ID: 1561
**EXC-Adult study**

de, G.H., de Jong, N.W., Vuijk, M.H., & Gerth van, W.R. 1996. Birch pollinosis and atopy caused by apple, peach, and hazelnut; comparison of three extraction procedures with two apple strains. *Allergy*, 51, (10) 712-718
Ref ID: 1575
**EXC-Adult study**

Ref ID: 1585
**EXC-Age ranged from 4 to 78 years**

Ref ID: 1640
**EXC-Mostly adults**

Ref ID: 1654
**EXC-Adult study**

Ref ID: 1688
**EXC-Focus on multi tests (mixture of several food allergens and give global result)**

Ref ID: 1723
**EXC-Review**

Ref ID: 1741
**EXC-Focus on development of tolerance**

Ref ID: 1758

**EXC-Focus on how to carry out food challenge**

Ref ID: 1769

**EXC-Focus on monitoring during challenge**

Ref ID: 1774

**EXC-Review of basophil histamine release test**

Ref ID: 1796

**EXC-Review**

Ref ID: 1802

**EXC-Overview of food intolerance**

Schwartz, R.H. 660. Allergy, intolerance, and other adverse reactions to foods. [Review] [66 refs]. *Pediatric Annals*, 21, (10) 654-655
Ref ID: 1848

**EXC-Review**

Ref ID: 1875

**EXC-Overview of screening for food allergy**

Ref ID: 1891

**EXC-Overview of diagnosis**

Ref ID: 1896

**EXC-No sensitivity or specificity**

Ref ID: 1903

**EXC-Review**
Ref ID: 1906

**EXC-Comparison of different IgE tests**

Ref ID: 1941

**EXC-Mean age is 18 years**

Moneret-Vautrin, D.A., Gueant, J.L., Abdel-Ghani, A., Maria, Y., & Nicolas, J.P. 1990. Comparative evaluation between two immunoenzymatic techniques (FAST and Phadezym) and the Phadebas RAST in food allergy. Allergy, 45, (2) 104-108
Ref ID: 1951

**EXC-Comparison of different IgE tests**

Ref ID: 2017

**EXC-Study includes mostly adults**

Ref ID: 2069

**EXC-No sensitivity or specificity, age range 0-24 years**

Ref ID: 2090

**EXC-Investigating histamine release**

Ref ID: 2092

**EXC-No food challenge**

Ref ID: 2093

**EXC-Biochemistry of test**

Ref ID: 2095

**EXC-No sensitivity or specificity**

Ref ID: 2102

**EXC-No sensitivity or specificity**
Ref ID: 2127
**EXC-No sensitivity or specificity**

Ref ID: 2169
**EXC-No sensitivity or specificity**

Ref ID: 2178
**EXC-Focus on concordance between tests**

Ref ID: 2384
**EXC-Focus on development of tolerance, no sensitivity or specificity values for foods**

Ref ID: 2424
**EXC-Overview of oral food challenges**

Ref ID: 2445
**EXC-Investigating basophil activity**

Ref ID: 2552
**EXC-Focus on specific proteins**

Ref ID: 2556
**EXC-Mixed IgE and non-IgE**

Ref ID: 2614
**EXC-No sensitivity or specificity**

Ref ID: 2673
**EXC-Commentary**

Ref ID: 2677

**EXC-Focus on specific milk proteins**

Ref ID: 2708

**EXC-Focus on mixed cow’s milk proteins**

Ref ID: 2829

**EXC-Case series**

Ref ID: 2872

**EXC-Non-IgE allergy**

Sinclair, D. & Peters, S.A. 2004. The predictive value of total serum IgE for a positive allergen specific IgE result. *Journal of Clinical Pathology*, 57, (9) 956-959
Ref ID: 3177

**EXC-No food challenge and no sensitivity or specificity**

Ref ID: 3195

**EXC-Adult and children study**

Ref ID: 3304

**EXC-Not focused on children**
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Ref ID: 3317  
**EXC-Focus on threshold levels**

Ref ID: 3319  
**EXC-No sensitivity or specificity**

Ref ID: 3519  
**EXC-Case reports**

Ref ID: 3717  
**EXC-No sensitivity or specificity**

Ref ID: 4084  
**EXC-Adult study**

Ref ID: 4087  
**EXC-Focus on frequency of food allergy**

Ref ID: 4220  
**EXC-Comment**

Ref ID: 4244  
**EXC-Focus on specific proteins and clinical course of allergy**

Ref ID: 4322  
**EXC-Not exclusively children**

Ref ID: 4336  
**EXC-Focus on IgG test**
Ref ID: 4368
**EXC-Review**

Ref ID: 4373
**EXC-No sensitivity or specificity**

Ref ID: 4375
**EXC-Overview**

Ref ID: 4376
**EXC-Overview**

Ref ID: 4380
**EXC-Review/overview**

Ref ID: 4609
**EXC-Mixed non-IgE and IgE allergy**

Ref ID: 4850
**EXC-Adults included**

Ref ID: 4861
**EXC-Treatment and management**

Ref ID: 4879
**EXC-Mixture of IgE and IgG4**

Ref ID: 4963
**EXC-No sensitivity or specificity**

**EXC-Included children with and without positive history for food allergy**


**EXC-Alternative SPT threshold used**


**EXC- Identified through JAMA review-focus on other tests including IgA and IgM**

**REFERENCE LIST OF EXCLUDED PAPERS FOR CLINICAL QUESTION 4 (patient information needs) AND REASON FOR EXCLUSION**


**EXC-Validation of parenting tool**


**EXC-Focus on validating survey**


**EXC-Children had previous diagnosis of food allergy**


**EXC-Focus on knowledge assessment of non-specific population of adults**


**EXC-Children already diagnosed with food allergy and focus on achieving tolerance**

EXC-focus on developmental pathways—not focused on patient information needs

Ref ID: 48

EXC-Parent perspectives of food allergy, not focused on patient information needs

Ref ID: 75

EXC-Focus on education needs of primary care practitioners

Ref ID: 84

EXC- Children already diagnosed with food allergy

Ref ID: 90

EXC- Children already diagnosed with food allergy with focus on coping and management

Ref ID: 101

EXC-Review article focusing on management

Ref ID: 123

EXC- Children already diagnosed with food allergy with focus on knowledge of epi pen

Ref ID: 130

EXC-Overview of allergies

Ref ID: 151

EXC-Focus on clinical characteristics of food allergy
Ref ID: 155

**EXC-Focus on anaphylaxis not food allergy**

Ref ID: 161

**EXC-Review article focusing on specific nurse**

Ref ID: 167

**EXC-Inaccessible**

Patel, B.M., Bansal, P.J., & Tobin, M.C. 2006. Management of anaphylaxis in child care centers: evaluation 6 and 12 months after an intervention program. *Annals of Allergy, Asthma, & Immunology*, 97, (6) 813-815
Ref ID: 185

**EXC-Focus on education of childcare staff**

Ref ID: 188

**EXC-Children had previously diagnosed food allergy**

Ref ID: 195

**EXC-Children already diagnosed with food allergy, focus on prevalence of the use of complementary and alternative medicines**

Ref ID: 206

**EXC-Inaccessible**

Ref ID: 216

**EXC-Children already diagnosed with food allergy with focus on coping strategies-management**

EXC-Focus on patterns of care not patient information needs

Ref ID: 227

EXC-Focus on impact of food allergy on daily activities, outside diagnostic process

Ref ID: 236

EXC-Not focused on information needs-focus on prevalence of dieting

Ref ID: 247

EXC-Children already diagnosed with food allergy

Ref ID: 255

EXC-Inaccessible

Ref ID: 270

EXC-Management of atopic eczema

Ref ID: 272

EXC-Children had physician diagnosed food allergy

Ref ID: 289

EXC-Focus on knowledge of childcare staff

Ref ID: 299

EXC-Not focused on food allergy, focus on crying in general
Ref ID: 304

**EXC-Focus on knowledge and education of health care providers**

Ref ID: 307

**EXC-Focus on prevalence of food intolerance**

Ref ID: 315

**EXC-Focus on effects of diagnosed food allergy**

Ref ID: 330

**EXC-Children already diagnosed with food allergy**

Ref ID: 332

**EXC-Children were previously assessed for food allergy**

Ref ID: 337

**EXC-Focus on prescription of epi pen**

Ref ID: 354

**EXC-Focus on management and coping strategies**

Ref ID: 372

**EXC-Focus on impact of food allergy on growth and nutrition**

Ref ID: 383
**EXC-Focus on elimination diet as diagnostic tool-no focus on patient information needs**

Ref ID: 384

**EXC-Focus on identifying risk situations with children with IgE mediated allergy-not patient info needs**

Ref ID: 386

**EXC-Focus on training of school staff and management in schools**

Ref ID: 387

**EXC-Case report of intolerance**

Ref ID: 389

**EXC-Focus on use of epi-pen**

Ref ID: 396

**EXC-Focus on management in schools**

Ref ID: 402

**EXC-Focus on risk factors for restricted diet**

Ref ID: 432

**EXC-Review of asthma in children**

Ref ID: 442

**EXC-Review article**

Young, M.C., Munoz-Furlong, A., & Sicherer, S.H. 2009. Management of food allergies in schools: A perspective for allergists. *Journal of Allergy and Clinical Immunology*, 124, (2) 175-
EXC-Management in schools

De, B.R., Fitzsimons, R., & Brathwaite, N. 2009. Eight myths from the food allergy clinic. *Current Allergy and Clinical Immunology, 22*, (3) 104-108
Ref ID: 456

EXC-Focus on food allergy myths

Ebisawa, M. 2009. How to cope with allergic diseases at schools in Japan - From the standpoint of a pediatric allergist. *Japan Medical Association Journal, 52*, (3) 164-167
Ref ID: 457

EXC-Management in schools

Grigg, A., Hanson, C., & Davis, C.M. 2009. Cashew allergy compared to peanut allergy in a us tertiary care center. *Pediatric Asthma, Allergy and Immunology, 22*, (3) 101-104
Ref ID: 464

EXC-Focus on characteristics of allergy

Ref ID: 519

EXC-Focus on accuracy of food labels

Ref ID: 521

EXC-Focus on nature of avoidance diets and association with SPT and other foods

Ref ID: 555

EXC-Focus on management

Ref ID: 563

EXC-Review article with limited patient information focus

Ref ID: 662
EXC-Review
Mascarenhas, S. & Aszkenasy, O.M. 2009. EpiPen training provided to parents of children with food allergies
Factors associated with maternal dietary intake, feeding and weaning practices, and the development of food hypersensitivity in the infant. *Archives of Disease in Childhood*, 94, (1) 76
Ref ID: 664

EXC-Children already diagnosed with food allergy-focus on management (epi pen training)
Malloy, C. & Yousef, E. 2009. To test or not to test: parent information for discussions of food allergy and autism.
Factors associated with maternal dietary intake, feeding and weaning practices, and the development of food hypersensitivity in the infant. *Delaware medical journal*, 81, (10) 357-359
Ref ID: 701

EXC-Focus on food allergy and behaviour
Perry, T.T. 2009. Dietary advice, dietary adherence and the acquisition of tolerance in egg-allergic children: A 5-yr follow-up
Factors associated with maternal dietary intake, feeding and weaning practices, and the development of food hypersensitivity in the infant. *Pediatrics*, 124, (SUPPL. 2) S119-S120
Ref ID: 705

EXC-Focus on acquisition of tolerance
Hu, W., Loblay, R., Ziegler, J., & Kemp, A. 2008. Attributes and views of families with food allergic children recruited from allergy clinics and from a consumer organization
Factors associated with maternal dietary intake, feeding and weaning practices, and the development of food hypersensitivity in the infant. *Pediatric Allergy and Immunology*, 19, (3) 264-269
Ref ID: 748

EXC-Children already diagnosed with food allergy
Factors associated with maternal dietary intake, feeding and weaning practices, and the development of food hypersensitivity in the infant. *Gastrointestinal Endoscopy Clinics of North America*, 18, (1) 179-194
Ref ID: 759

EXC-Review article focusing on management
Date of Publication: 2007.,
Ref ID: 763

EXC-Not focused on patient information needs
Factors associated with maternal dietary intake, feeding and weaning practices, and the
development of food hypersensitivity in the infant. *Current Opinion in Allergy and Clinical Immunology*, 7, (3) 279-287
Ref ID: 792

**EXC-Focus on diagnosed food hypersensitivity and quality of life**

Factors associated with maternal dietary intake, feeding and weaning practices, and the development of food hypersensitivity in the infant. *Pediatrics*, 118, (SUPPL. 1) S18-S19
Ref ID: 807

**EXC-use of epi pen outside diagnosis**

Nowak-Wegrzyn, A. 2006. Allergic reactions in the community: A questionnaire survey of members of the anaphylaxis campaign: Commentary
Factors associated with maternal dietary intake, feeding and weaning practices, and the development of food hypersensitivity in the infant. *Pediatrics*, 118, (SUPPL. 1) S18
Ref ID: 808

**EXC-Focus on frequency and nature of reactions**

Ref ID: 833

**EXC-Abstract**

Macdougall, C. & Etuwewe, O. 2005. How dangerous is food allergy?
Factors associated with maternal dietary intake, feeding and weaning practices, and the development of food hypersensitivity in the infant. *Current Paediatrics*, 15, (3) 228-232
Ref ID: 902

**EXC-Review article, not focused on patient information needs**

Ref ID: 922

**EXC-Management in schools**

Munoz-Furlong, A. 2004. Food allergy in schools: Concerns for allergists, pediatricians, parents, and school staff
Factors associated with maternal dietary intake, feeding and weaning practices, and the development of food hypersensitivity in the infant. *Annals of Allergy, Asthma and Immunology*, 93, (5 SUPPL.) S47-S50
Ref ID: 927

**EXC-Management in schools**
Sicherer, S.H. 2003. How to recognize and manage anaphylaxis: The key points
Factors associated with maternal dietary intake, feeding and weaning practices, and the
development of food hypersensitivity in the infant. *Journal of Respiratory Diseases - For
Pediatricians*, 5, (5) 191-198
Ref ID: 973

**EXC-Not specific to food allergy, anaphylaxis in general**

Bock, S.A. 2003. Diagnostic evaluation
Factors associated with maternal dietary intake, feeding and weaning practices, and the
development of food hypersensitivity in the infant. *Pediatrics*, 111, (6 III) 1638-1644
Ref ID: 986

**EXC-Review not focused on information needs**

Joshi, P., Mofidi, S., & Sicherer, S.H. 2002. Interpretation of commercial food ingredient labels
by parents of food-allergic children
Factors associated with maternal dietary intake, feeding and weaning practices, and the
development of food hypersensitivity in the infant. *Journal of Allergy and Clinical Immunology*,
109, (6) 1019-1021
Ref ID: 1008

**EXC-Children already diagnosed with food allergy**

Clegg, S.K. & Ritchie, J.M. 2001. 'Epipen' training: A survey of the provision for parents and
teachers in West Lothian
Factors associated with maternal dietary intake, feeding and weaning practices, and the
development of food hypersensitivity in the infant. *Ambulatory Child Health*, 7, (3-4) 169-175
Ref ID: 1017

**EXC-Focus on epi pen training with children with previous diagnosis of food allergy**

**REFERENCE LIST OF EXCLUDED PAPERS FOR CLINICAL QUESTION 5 (Referrals to
secondary or tertiary care) AND REASON FOR EXCLUSION**

Assa'ad, A. 2009. Eosinophilic gastrointestinal disorders. [Review] [23 refs]. *Allergy & Asthma
Proceedings*, 30, (1) 17-22
Ref ID: 23

**EXC-Overview of GI disorders**

Goodwin, H. 2008. Eczema and allergy: how useful is allergy testing? *Paediatric Nursing*, 20,
(10) 25-30
Ref ID: 36

**EXC-Focus on value of allergy testing**

multiple allergic disorders recorded in a national primary care database. *Journal of the Royal
Society of Medicine*, 101, (11) 558-563
Ref ID: 40

**EXC-Prevalence of allergies**
Ref ID: 44

**EXC-Overview of food allergy with no focus on referral**

Ref ID: 48

**EXC-Overview of food allergy with no focus on referral**

Ref ID: 49

**EXC-Case study with focus on anaphylaxis**

Ref ID: 53

**EXC-No mention of referrals, focus on standards for allergy clinics**

Ref ID: 66

**EXC-Adult review**

Noimark, L. & Cox, H.E. 2008. Nutritional problems related to food allergy in childhood. Pediatric Allergy & Immunology, 19, (2) 188-195
Ref ID: 70

**EXC-Case series focusing on effects on nutrition**

Ref ID: 81

**EXC-Focus on knowledge and attitudes of allergists and non-allergists-no mention of referrals**

Katelaris, C.H. & Peake, J.E. 2006. 5. Allergy and the skin: eczema and chronic urticaria. [Review] [38 refs]. Medical Journal of Australia, 185, (9) 517-522
Ref ID: 107

**EXC-Focus on management of eczema**

Fasano, M.B. 2006. Dermatologic food allergy. [Review] [39 refs]. Pediatric Annals, 35, (10) 727-731
Ref ID: 112

**EXC-Focus on symptoms of food allergy**
Ref ID: 124

**EXC-No mention of when referrals to secondary care should occur**

Ref ID: 134

**EXC-Focus on food intolerance**

Ref ID: 162

**EXC-Not specific to food allergy**

Ref ID: 166

**EXC-Focus on management of atopic dermatitis**

Ref ID: 186

**EXC-Patients admitted to ED (secondary care)**

Ref ID: 193

**EXC-Overview of skin related symptoms and food allergy**

Ref ID: 194

**EXC-Describing GI disorders**

Ref ID: 235

**EXC-Review of rashes-not specific to food allergy**
Ref ID: 245

**EXC-Management**

Hide, D.W. 1997. Early intervention for the prevention of atopic dermatitis. [Review] [19 refs]. *Pediatric Allergy & Immunology*, 8, (1) 7-10
Ref ID: 299

**EXC-Focus on prevention of atopic dermatitis**

Ref ID: 308

**EXC-Patients in A&E (secondary care)**

1995. Good allergy practice--standards of care for providers and purchasers of allergy services within the National Health Service. Royal College of Physicians and Royal College of Pathologists. *Clinical & Experimental Allergy*, 25, (7) 586-595
Ref ID: 321

**EXC-No mention of referrals, focus on standards for allergy clinics**

Ref ID: 337

**EXC-Adult based study**

Ref ID: 341

**EXC-Focus on necrotizing enterocolitis**

Ref ID: 348

**EXC-Focus on natural history of FA in those with atopic dermatitis-no mention of referrals**

Ref ID: 350

**EXC-Secondary care referral**

Gontzes, P. & Bahna, S.L. 1987. Food allergy for the primary care physician. [Review] [33 refs]. *Primary Care; Clinics in Office Practice*, 14, (3) 547-558
Ref ID: 369
**EXC-Overview of food allergies with no mention of referral**

Ref ID: 374

**EXC-Review of atopic dermatitis with no focus on referrals**

Ref ID: 394

**EXC-Focus on nature of allergies**

Ref ID: 396

**EXC-Focus on natural history of allergies-not specific to food allergy**

Ref ID: 398

**EXC-Not focused on referral**

Ref ID: 403

**EXC-Overview of food allergy-no mention of referral**

Ref ID: 409

**EXC-Not specific to food allergy**

Ref ID: 413

**EXC-Inaccessible**

Ref ID: 419

**EXC-Inaccessible**

Ref ID: 421

**EXC-Not specific to food allergy, no focus on when to refer**
Ref ID: 435

**EXC-Focus on nature of food challenge**

Ref ID: 440

**EXC-Focus on risk factors for assessment**

Ref ID: 443

**EXC-Inaccessible**

Ref ID: 459

**EXC-Inaccessible**

Ref ID: 465

**EXC-Not specific to food allergy**

Ref ID: 467

**EXC-Overview of management of GOR and GORD**

Ref ID: 480

**EXC-Focus on asthma, no mention of when to refer to secondary care**

Ref ID: 490
EXC-Focus on secondary care

Ref ID: 504

EXC-Overview of food allergy in Japan- no mention of when to refer to secondary care

Ref ID: 534

EXC-Not focused on referrals

Ref ID: 544

EXC-Management of anaphylaxis

Warner, J.O. 2006. Turf wars in paediatric allergy. *Pediatric Allergy and Immunology*, 17, (6) 393-394
Ref ID: 545

EXC-Editorial with no mention of when to refer to secondary care

Ref ID: 551

EXC-Focus on diagnosis and treatment of atopic dermatitis

Ref ID: 558

EXC- Overview of food allergy with no focus on referral

Ref ID: 598

EXC-Focus on knowledge of primary care physicians

Ref ID: 636
EXC-Management of anaphylaxis

Ref ID: 669

EXC-Inpatient referrals

Ref ID: 670

EXC-Inaccessible

Ref ID: 715

EXC-Treatment/ management

Ref ID: 729

EXC-Overview of milk allergy with no focus on referral

Ref ID: 757

EXC-Review-no mention of referral

Ref ID: 790

EXC-Focus on need for DBPCFC

Ref ID: 1033

EXC-Not specific to food allergy

Ref ID: 1036

EXC-Management

**REFERENCE LIST OF EXCLUDED PAPERS FOR ALTERNATIVE TESTS AND REASON FOR EXCLUSION**
Worm, M., Vieth, W., Ehlers, I., Sterry, W., & Zuberbier, T. 2001. Increased leukotriene production by food additives in patients with atopic dermatitis and proven food intolerance. *Clinical & Experimental Allergy*, 31, (2) 265-273
Ref ID: 1161
**EXC-not diagnosis**

Ref ID: 1391
**EXC-no reference standard used**

Gilbert, P. 1996. Common feeding problems in babies and children: 2. [Review] [3 refs]. *Professional Care of Mother & Child*, 8, (3) 63-64
Ref ID: 1410
**EXC-not focused on diagnosis of food allergy**

Ref ID: 1428
**EXC-not focused on diagnosis of food allergy**

Ref ID: 1796
**EXC-review/descriptive paper**

Ref ID: 2005
**EXC-not focused on diagnosis**

Ref ID: 2090
**EXC-no reference test used**

Ref ID: 2100
**EXC-no reference test used to confirm food allergy**

Ref ID: 2107
**EXC-no reference test used**

Ref ID: 2221
**EXC-focus on treatment**
Omura, Y. 1981. New simple early diagnostic methods using Omura's "Bi-Digital O-Ring Dysfunction Localization Method" and acupuncture organ representation points, and their applications to the "drug & food compatibility test" for individual organs and to auricular diagnosis of internal organs--part I. Acupuncture & Electro-Therapeutics Research, 6, (4) 239-254
Ref ID: 2225
**EXC-descriptive paper**

Ref ID: 2236
**EXC-focus on coeliac disease**

Ref ID: 2237
**EXC-no reference test used to confirm food allergy**

Ref ID: 2284
**EXC-focus on skin prick tests**

Zizka, J., Hrdy, J., Lodinova-Zadnikova, R., Kocourkova, I., Novotna, O., Sterzl, I., & Prokesova, L. 2007. Effect of breast milk of healthy and allergic mothers on in vitro stimulation of cord blood lymphocytes. Pediatric Allergy and Immunology, 18, (6) 486-494
Ref ID: 2733
**EXC-not focused on diagnosis**

Ref ID: 2782
**EXC-not focused on diagnosis**

Ref ID: 3669
**EXC-not focused on diagnosis**

Ref ID: 3744
**EXC-focus on rheumatoid arthritis**

Ref ID: 3793
**EXC-not focused on diagnosis**

Ref ID: 4482
**EXC-treatment**
Ref ID: 4604  
**EXC-focus on use and attitudes towards tests rather than diagnostic accuracy**

Schmidt, E. 2006. Supplemental perioperative oxygen at 80% FIO2 reduced surgical site infections in elective colorectal surgery. *Evidence-Based Nursing*, 9, (2) 52-53  
Ref ID: 4630  
**EXC-focus on colorectal resection not food allergy**

Ref ID: 4634  
**EXC-review/descriptive paper**

Ref ID: 5210  
**EXC-not focused on diagnosis of food allergy**